**BOOKS - THE FUNDAMENTALS**

**Recommended Reading for Success**

When I get a little money I buy books; and if any is left I buy food and clothes.  
—Erasmus

**The Science of Success**


Resources

Books -


Entrepreneurial Success


Scorekeeping for Success


Inspiration and Motivation


Health and Fitness

Time Management and Getting Things Done


Personal Awareness, Human Potential, Inner Peace and Spirituality

Expand Your Inner Awareness with Super Conductivity, by Dr. Lise Janelle DC & Dave Buck. 8th Ray Productions.
Complaint Free Living: Go from being a person who whines to being a person who shines!, by Will Bowen. Lamplighter, Inc.
Emotional Freedom Techniques: It often works where nothing else will!, by Cary H. Craig.
Everything You Need to Know to Feel Good, by Candace B. Pert, Ph.D. Carlsbad, California: Hay House, Inc., 2006.
Developing Your Intuition


Creating Successful Relationships


Financial Success and Money


CASHFLOW® 101 is a fun educational game developed by Robert Kiyosaki that teaches accounting, finance, and investing as you learn how to get out of the rat race and onto the fast track, where your money works for you instead of you working hard for your money. The game is appropriate for anyone 10 and older. You can purchase it online at www.richdad.com.
LAW OF ATTRACTION - Reading List


### OTHERS

#### Additional Resources

*AdvantEdge* is a new magazine focused on providing the world’s most powerful success information and is published by Nightingale-Conant. Subscribe at [www.nightingale.com](http://www.nightingale.com) or by calling 1-800-560-6081.

*SuperCamp* is a truly transformational experience that will give your kids a head start on the success track. Check out [www.quantumlearning.com](http://www.quantumlearning.com) for a possible 10-day summer experience for kids aged 9 to 18. What their graduates have accomplished is truly awe-some.

*Chicken Soup’s Daily Serving*. [www.chickensoup.com](http://www.chickensoup.com) is a free daily e-mail of a heartwarming, inspirational story from the best-selling Chicken Soup for the Soul® series.


#### Resources On Publishing Your Own Book


*Dan Poynter*, PARA Publishing, P.O. Box 4232, Santa Barbara, CA 93140-4232. Phone 805-968-7277, Fax 805-968-1379. His “Reports” are priceless.


Information on Copyrights

The copyright protects your original work from being used by another for any purpose without your consent. When using work that has been created by others, be sure to get their permission in writing so you don’t find yourself in a legal problem down the road.

Copyright © 2001, John Smith

The most basic step to protecting your work is to put the Copyright notice on your original work. If there were to be a claim that someone has used your material without your consent, you would need to prove that you have the copyright on the material. This is done by registering your copyrighted material.

How Do I File A Copyright?

1. **Poor Man’s Copyright.** Seal your original work in an envelope and mail it to yourself through standard, first class US Postal service. Do not open the letter when you receive it. This becomes the proof that you wrote those exact words on or before the date of the postmark. While this is a legal process, your best bet is to file a copyright with the US Library of Congress.

2. **Library of Congress.** You can access the Library of Congress and get information and forms for filing a formal copyright via the Internet at www.loc.gov/copyright or by writing to the Library of Congress and requesting an application for copyright at:

   Library of Congress
   Copyright Office
   101 Independence Avenue, S.E.
   Washington, D.C. 20559-6000

Public Information Office: (202) 707-3000

Information specialists are on duty to answer questions by phone from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Eastern time, Monday-Friday, except federal holidays. Recorded information is also available.

---


*Write the Perfect Book Proposal: 10 Proposals That Sold and Why* by Jeff Herman and Deborah M. Adams. New York, NY: John Wilery & Sons, 1993. (Jeff Herman is Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen’s literary agent.)


The Success Principles: Your 30-Day Journey from Where You Are to Where You Want to Be, by Jack Canfield and Janet Switzer, is a 30-day course with 6 CDs and a 90-page workbook that is a great supplement to this book. It contains numerous worksheets and exercises to help you integrate the material presented here. You can also listen to the CDs in the car to reinforce your new learning. To order, go to www.thesuccessprinciples.com or www.jackcanfield.com or call 1-800-237-8336.


The following are the other motivational and educational audio programs I most recommend. All are available from Nightingale-Conant (www.nightingale.com) except one, which is indicated:

- *Action Strategies for Personal Achievement*, by Brian Tracy
- *A View from the Top*, by Zig Ziglar
- *The Aladdin Factor*, by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen
- *The Art of Exceptional Living*, by Jim Rohn
- *The Automatic Millionaire*, by David Bach
- *Get the Edge*, by Anthony Robbins
- *Goals*, by Zig Ziglar
- *Guide to Everyday Negotiating*, by Roger Dawson
- *Jump and the Net Will Appear*, by Robin Crow
- *Live with Passion*, by Anthony Robbins
- *Magical Mind, Magical Body*, by Deepak Chopra
- *Maximum Confidence*, by Jack Canfield
- *Multiple Streams of Income*, by Robert Allen
- *The New Dynamics of Winning*, by Denis Waitley
- *The New Psycho-Cybernetics*, by Maxwell Maltz and Dan Kennedy
- *The One Minute Millionaire System*, by Mark Victor Hansen and Robert Allen
- *The Power of Purpose*, by Les Brown
- *The Power of Visualization*, by Dr. Lee Pulos
- *The Psychology of Achievement*, by Brian Tracy
- *The Psychology of Selling*, by Brian Tracy
- *Pure Genius*, by Dan Sullivan
- *Rich Dad Secrets*, by Robert Kiyosaki
- *The Secrets to Manifesting Your Destiny*, by Wayne Dyer
- *The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People*, by Stephen Covey
- *Self-Esteem and Peak Performance*, by Jack Canfield (CareerTrack)
- *The Weekend Millionaire’s Real Estate Investing Program*, by Roger Dawson and Mike Summey
- *Think and Grow Rich*, by Napoleon Hill
What books do you recommend reading for entrepreneurs? Genius U, GeniusU, 1st online entrepreneur training/inst bit.ly/2fkQ3J7. Answered Nov 24, 2016. Answered Nov 24, 2016 · Author has 181 answers and 125.6k answer views. The millionaire master plan - your personalized path to financial success. This is a must read for anyone that has to communicate exceptionally well. As an entrepreneur there will be many people wanting to give you advice you need to learn how to listen and how to respond. 3) Hacking Growth: How Today’s Fastest-Growing Companies Drive Breakout Success - by Sean Ellis, Morgan Brown. This book encourages to look at what drives value for your customers and embark on ensuring their success. This will drive your own growth. EnglishClub: Learn English: Reading: Recommended. FREE Downloads δYε£ FREE Games. Recommended Reading. Suggested reading for English Learners. Choosing appropriate reading materials can be difficult for learners and teachers. When you are trying to choose text to read in a different language, you may feel overwhelmed. Reading should be interesting and the level should not be too difficult. If you or your students are looking up words from every sentence, the reading level is too high. Here are a number of recommended reading lists that may help you choose some suitable reading for pleasure or Recommended Reading for Success - The Success Principles. ivTHE PrioMiIisANDXCSA 364 â€™ 01 el stee eminars .Pi I ight eserved ac anvel TM rademar el stee eminars .P. fififififi-fifififi â€™ 01 el stee eminars .Pi I ight Extensive Reading - Beniko Mason. Even a brief look at the research shows that extensive reading (henceforth ER) is the most successful approach we have in second and foreign language Sight-reading strategies for success. 17 Aug 2011 STRATEGIES FOR SIGHT-READING IMPLEMENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT. â–« Teaching patterns for recognition (sound before sight). Theoretical Fu